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13TH SEASON

The National Ballet of Canada
Special Performance
ROYAL THEATRE

Saturday, September 26 • 7:30 pm 

Running Time (including two intermissions) 3 hours
Curbside: 10:30 pm

SEASON SPONSOR
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Dance Victoria is a non-profit charitable
organization dedicated to dance presentation
and education. Our Mission: To enhance the
appreciation of dance in the Capital Region by
presenting and developing excellent profes-
sional dance and engaging the community.

Dance Victoria is governed by a Board of
Directors that includes:

President Colleen Gibson

Vice President Dr. Jennifer Charlesworth

Secretary Jane Tice

Treasurer Carlos MacDonald

Directors: Joan Athey

Helen McAllister

Jean McRae

Kimberly Tuson

Special Advisor Sean Marshman

Staff:

Producer Stephen White

Development Tony Cheong
Manager

Administrator Bill Hamar

Community Elise Walker
Relations Manager

If you’d like to volunteer for Dance Victoria,
call 250-595-1829.
Office Location: Suite 111 – 2750 Quadra
Street, 10 am to 4 pm daily
Mailing Address: 2236 Hampshire Tce.,
Victoria, BC  V8S 3G9

Footnotes is written by Stephen White
(unless otherwise noted) and proofed by
Anne Moon.

Dancing to the Top
When The National Ballet of Canada comes to Victoria it is bringing six of its
principal dancers and four first soloists. For many people outside the ballet world the hierarchi-
cal nature of a company can be a bit confusing. What does it all mean and why are there different
classes of dancers?

The hierarchy in ballet serves a couple of purposes. It provides an entry level for young
dancers who are just completing their training (apprentices) and are in need of some stage
experience. Apprentices train with the company every day and if they show commitment and
skill they can become members of the corps de ballet (literally “body of the ballet”).

The corps de ballet is the base of the company—developed to frame the principal dancer or
dancers in the larger ballets. The swans in Swan Lake are a perfect example. It’s easy to think that
the corps is a junior position and therefore hold its members in lower regard than the company’s
principal dancers. But the reality is that a member of the corps needs to have all the jumps and
turns as well as a full command of specific steps. The men in the corps must be able to partner the
women in a variety of lifts, and it all has to be done in unison. Whereas a principal dancer may
have a role tailor-made to feature his or her strongest abilities, a
member of the corps has to have it all. So in modern day lan-
guage, the corps is a sort of boot camp where a dancer can prove
her or himself and if he or she have that extra quality, the hard to
define performance ability—they may win themselves a promo-
tion to second or first soloist and eventually to principal dancer.

In The National Ballet of Canada’s company of 74 dancers,
the corps comprises 31 dancers. There are nine principals and 11
first soloists. The rest are second soloists, apprentices and char-
acter dancers.

Not surprisingly, a principal dancer is a seasoned profes-
sional who has risen through the ranks and demonstrated that
s/he has an excellent foundation in technique plus an individ-
ual charisma, an ability to embody a role, a musicality—in all,
an interpretive skill that separates him or her from the crowd. 

This is why, at Dance Victoria, we are so excited to have this
Special Performance because of the calibre of dancer it
includes. Expect some strong dancing. FN
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National Ballet
Program

Kudelka Musings 
(music by Mozart)

Nureyev (after Petipa) 
Act III pas de deux from 
The Sleeping Beauty
(music by Tchaikovsky)

Canaporelli Act I pas de
deux from The Lady of the
Camelias (music by Chopin)

Balanchine Apollo 
(music by Stravinsky)

Complete casting at
DanceVictoria.com
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Pre-Show Chats
Prior to both The National Ballet and Decidedly Jazz
Danceworks
: pm West Lobby – Royal Theatre
: pm Upstairs – McPherson Playhouse

The National Ballet of Canada
Dance historian, Dr. Allana Lindgren and Producer Stephen White
will talk about the importance of The National Ballet of Canada to
the national dance culture and the impact of ballet companies in
general on the development of dance. 

Decidedly Jazz Danceworks
Company and Tour Manager, Graham Frampton will talk about
the making of wowandflutter and the challenges in putting the
show on the road. 

Dance Salon
Sunday, October  • : –  pm
Studio Three (Dance Victoria), 
 Quadra Street (north entrance)
FREE
Dance historian Dr. Allana Lindgren prepares these lively demon-
strations and conversations about dance.  First up: How do folk
dance, social dance, contemporary dance and ballet fit together?
Do they exert an influence on each other? Is one form more
important than another?

Complimentary tea, coffee and pastries. Phone --
to reserve or for more information. Generously supported by an
anonymous donor.  

That has a lucky sound: Season 13. And, we are delighted that you have
joined us for what is an especially strong season of dance. For those
returning subscribers—thank you, we really appreciate your contin-
ued support. For those who are new to Dance Victoria, welcome. We
promise you will be entertained, wowed, and challenged this season.
Please remember, we’re here to help you enjoy your experience so if
anything ever comes up that you’d like to talk to us about, please don’t
hesitate to email producer@DanceVictoria.com or call our office at
250-595-1829.

Here are a few things to keep in mind:

• All evening performances begin at 7:30 PM

• If you bought a subscription package on behalf of a friend (or
group of friends) and you would like them to receive the newslet-
ter too, please let us know. We’ll be happy to add them to our list.

• At any time during the season, you can purchase an additional
ticket to any show and receive the subscriber discount. Just call
the Box Office at 250-386-6121 and tell them you’d like the “Friend
of Subscriber” discount.

• The staff at the Royal and McPherson box office sell hundreds of
tickets for two dozen different productions every day. The reality
is that they may get confused about something or not understand
a request you have. Rather than hang up angry or disappointed,
call us and we’ll be happy to sort out whatever it is you need.

• Lost your tickets? Call us and we’ll print new ones for you. Need to
exchange your tickets? We can also do this. We do ask that you
give us a few days notice because we’re a small organization and
the closer to show time the busier we get.

Welcome to Season 
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Last season, Decidedly Jazz Danceworks (DJD) celebrated its
25th anniversary. Writer Shelley Arnush of Calgary’s Swerve Maga-
zine compiled the following story to mark the occasion:

Twenty-five years have passed since Decidedly Jazz Danceworks,
the homegrown jazz company founded by Vicki Adams Willis, Han-
nah Stilwell and Michèle Moss, staged its first show. Right out of the
gate, there was no denying what this crew was about: Body and Sole
was distinctly, and decidedly, jazz.

The company’s vision was based in the roots of jazz dance—the
swing, tap and African dance styles of the smoky underground clubs of
the classic era. Willis, a choreographer and dance instructor at the
University of Calgary, was passionately dedicated to these forms and
felt the modern jazz era of the 1970s and ‘80s had all but disregarded
them. In 1983, she took a sabbatical and traveled throughout the
United States and Europe looking for jazz dance companies that
shared her mindset, but returned to Calgary virtually empty handed.
In DJD she saw the opportunity to tend the roots of jazz in her own

hometown. From an initial cohort of just four dancers—Stilwell, Moss,
Jill Currie and Sean Cheesman (now a guest judge and choreographer
on So You Think You Can Dance Canada), who were funded by a sum-
mer student-employment grant—the company has grown into a
world-class organization of eight to 12 full-time professional dancers,
and a recreational school offering 75 classes. Recently DJD added a
pre-professional training program for dancers. Counting 1984’s Body
and Sole, there are 48 DJD productions, often set to original music,
which is performed live. And while the themes have varied, dedication
to the classic jazz forms remains at the heart of the company.

How Vicki Got Her MoJo

It was 82 years ago that Alice Murdoch Adams opened one of the first
dance studios in Calgary. DJD co-founder, Vicki Adams Willis is Alice’s
third child. Alice was born in Scotland and emigrated to Canada with
her parents when she was three. Her first love was the Highland Fling,
but by the time she opened her first studio in her parents’ basement
she had added ballet, tap and ballroom to her repertoire. In addition to
running her school, Adams choreographed and designed costumes for
half-hour live performances between movies shown at Calgary’s
Palace and Capitol theatres. Sadly, in 1949 a serious back injury side-
lined Alice so her sister Jean took over the school and began training
her niece Vicki. The rest, so they say, is history.

Interview with Choreographer
Kimberley Cooper
Stephen White:  In addition to wowandflutter you’ve used Amon
Tobin’s music in a couple of short films you’ve worked on. What is
it about his music that elicits such a strong response in you?

Kimberley Cooper: I love it. It fills my head with images.  Maybe it’s
how and when I was introduced to it. It was the late 1990s, the album
was Permutation, the track was Bridge, it was a 5/4, with lots of jazz
drum-breaks, essentially a jazz tune.  I made my first Tobin choreog-
raphy to that track, it’s one of the sections in wowandflutter.  In the
90s many DJs were mixing jazz with their music, I found the way
Tobin used jazz was much more interesting than his peers.  As he kept
making music it moved farther away from jazz but I always found
something in his groove that really appealed to my ear and my chore-
ographic brain.

SW:  wowandflutter premiered in 2008 and then was packed away
while you worked on other projects and the tour for the work was
developed. What has the process been like unpacking it, thinking
about it again?

KC: It’s been great! Things get to change a little. It was two acts, now
it’s one. It’s becoming more streamlined. We have three men instead

Twenty-six and Going Strong
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of two so that changes things. Two of the previous dancers have just
had babies so we have two new women (I’m one of them).  It’s fun to
do a remount because you can fix things you didn’t have time for orig-
inally and it’s nice to have some distance and come back with fresh
eyes. The six original cast members are excited to dance it again,
which is a huge compliment of course, but it will be so exciting to see
how the movement will have sunk so much deeper into their bodies.

SW:  People are often searching for meaning, or a story when they
watch a dance performance—and they often leave the theatre
frustrated because they feel they didn’t get it. What would you say
to these folks about watching wowandflutter?

KC: wowandflutter is intended to be a magical shape-shifting fantasy
and each piece is a little story. There is no through-line. It’s like listen-
ing to an album.  One of my favourite audience responses from the
original production was from a woman who said, “It’s like the dancers
are these strange creatures living in the Hollywood Hills in the 30s.”
I’d add “and they get in a space ship/time machine/submarine and
go on a bunch of crazy adventures. “

SW: I notice you have another new creation in the works for Decid-
edly Jazz Danceworks 2009/10 season. What do you, as an artist, do
to keep your creativity alive and fresh/ in other words, what feeds
you in the weeks or months before you start a new project?

KC: I’m totally excited about that project!  I always have something
brewing I guess.  I love making dance. I love so many aspects of the
process but one of my favourite parts is the time when anything is
possible, when I can write down all ideas or flashes of ideas, when I
can concoct a million variations of a show in my head and I don’t have
to choose.  I have wanted to do a project inspired by silent film for sev-
eral years so that is coming into play for this new project.   I was in
Ontario this summer and saw the “Surreal Things” exhibition at the
Art Gallery of Ontario and that just about made my head pop off my
body because it fits in with that era and so now I’m including early
surreal art in my research.  I guess the short answer is that I feel very
lucky to be at a time in my life when I feel generally alive, fresh,
inspired and excited for what is to come. FN

Decidedly Jazz Danceworks
wowandflutter
McPherson Playhouse
Friday October 23 7:30 pm
Saturday October 24 7:30 pm
R U N N I N G  T I M E :  8 0  M I N U T E S  ( N O  I N T E R M I S S I O N )  

C U R B S I D E :  8 : 5 0  P M

Clothing for 
the dance of life

Maresa Boutique
2227 Oak Bay Ave.  250.592.1412

Robert will donate 25% of his fee to 
Dance Victoria’s ProMentoring
program to benefit local dance artists 
when he successfully concludes a sale 

for a Dance Victoria patron

Mention Dance Victoria when you call 
to talk to Robert about buying or selling

Robert Milloy
2508814737

rmilloy@sothebysrealty.ca
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Last spring I looked at my partner
Bill and said: 

“You know I have to write the
house program for Dance Victoria
this summer…” 

“Uh huh.” 
“Truth is, I can do that anywhere

in the world.”  
I love saying things like this to Bill.

You see, he’s an experienced travel
agent and he’s also a skilled problem
solver. Give him a 1,000 piece puzzle
at the cottage or one of those impos-

sible tangles of twisty wire in his Christmas stocking and he’s lost to
the world until he figures it out.

Almost immediately I saw him counting air miles, consulting cal-
endars, checking websites. Then he moved to the next level, making
phone calls. By the end of the day he had it worked out. We’d spend a
week in London scouting a tour we’re organizing for June 2010, then
through the Chunnel and across to Alsace (north eastern France),
where we would stay with a friend in his small country house for
three weeks while I wrote. It was idyllic, and shockingly inexpensive
given the air miles and the hospitality of our friends.

Today of course, those early morning writing sessions, the after-
noon country excursions and the evenings of sitting in the field
behind the house with wine and cheese are but distant, romantic
memories. But what I do recall are some distinct dance experiences.
In London, we saw a performance of Matthew Bourne’s Dorian
Gray—an updated retelling of the classic Oscar Wilde novel that was
created by the choreographer who made his international reputation
with his all-male Swan Lake a decade ago. Half the fun was seeing the
sold-out show at Sadler’s Wells Theatre, which is London’s premiere
dance venue—completely rebuilt and opened in 1998. The other half
was the show’s incredible production values. In the end the piece
was more theatre than dance, but Bourne is a master story-teller and
in spite of its wickedly fast pace, the evening did have room for some
nuance and emotional texture. And the dancers, when the sets
weren’t revolving and the lights dramatically sweeping the stage,
were true artists. I left the theatre understanding the buzz around
Bourne—the work is current, accessible and sophisticated in its pres-

entation, but I wished there had been more dance, more depth and
fewer of those runway struts out of one tableau into the next.

The one night we spent in Paris, our very generous friends took us
to Moulin Rouge… perhaps because it inspired one of this season’s
performances. Sadly, this historic venue that made the Can Can and
Toulouse Lautrec famous is now little more than a tourist factory. An
army of staff whisk the crowd of 1,500 into the room each night at 6:30
and 9:00 pm, drop dinner on the table and get the show under way
with remarkable efficiency. And the show… in a word… cheesey, or
should I say “fromage-y?” Yes, the women are beautiful, the head-
pieces are huge and sparkly, and the costumes teensy and
sparkly—but the performance! In one section, a giant aquarium rises
out of the stage floor and a woman dressed only in the tiniest panties
jumps in and cavorts with three or four giant water snakes to the
strains of ABBA for five minutes. What’s the French word for that? Or
minutes later a chorus of beautiful bare-breasted women lead a half
dozen Shetland ponies in a semi-circle around the stage, lipsynching
some indistinguishable English lyrics to a disco tune, their free arms
high in the air. I’m just not sure what I’m supposed to get from that.
The women certainly weren’t dressed to go riding nor did it appear
they were going to lead the frisky little stallions back to the stables.
Something inside me kind of collapsed that night when I thought of
Edith Piaf and Charles Aznavour, of the gritty, sensual paintings of
Lautrec. Something has certainly been lost.

Finally, once we had established our routine in Alsace we did a
side trip to nearby Nancy where we met with Didier Deschamps,
Artistic Director of Ballet de Lorraine. We spoke about his company
and his plans to bring them to Canada and then he took us on a tour
of his very impressive facility, with its three giant studios in what was
once a train station. The ceilings were sky-high and the two main stu-
dios were rimmed with a mezzanine/walkway that led to offices,
wardrobe shops and set construction areas. Below, dancers were
working on new choreography as designers looked on. There was
space in each studio for seating so the company could have informal
showings of work in development. It reminded me once again of how
much Europe values its culture.

It was a wonderful trip. I accomplished the work I needed to do
while we were away. As for next year—we’ll have to see how Bill
responds to that challenge when I ask him—but I can’t get his atten-
tion right now—he’s busy putting together that tour to London. FN

Dance Seen: What I Did on My Summer Vacation
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Last season, in Footnotes, we introduced
you to our star volunteer, Elise Walker. Elise
helped us organize our first season of Dance
Salons, insightful conversations and demon-
strations about dance led by Dr. Allana
Lindgren. Well Elise impressed us so much

with her organizational skills, her ideas and
her dedication that this year, we hired her to
coordinate our Dance Days event.

What is Dance Days? Its 16 days of dance,
January 27 through February 11, 2010,
anchored by three mainstage performances
(Alberta Ballet, Victoria’s Crystal Pite and
Royal Winnipeg Ballet), and will feature a
wide variety of activities bringing profile to

the range of dance that is available in the
Capital Regional District. We’ll have perform-
ances of smaller works Dance Victoria has
commissioned or helped develop in the last
18 months plus forums, free classes, lecture
demonstrations, open rehearsals and more.
Visit DanceVictoria.com for more
information.
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Developing Stories 
By Tony Cheong
Dance Victoria Development Manager

What could be a better way to end our 12th season than with Stars
on Stage Unplugged! All the dancers did an amazing job but it was
Kelly Cruickshank and Elizabeth Harries and their quickstep that
was voted the crowd’s favourite. Special thanks to Michelle Cooper,
our volunteer coordinator, and the rest of our volunteers for all
their work in making the event a success. Seeing the dancers up
close in the ballroom was truly wonderful and the competing fan
clubs gave us quite a show. Someone described it as a cross
between a gala and a house party—which I thought summed it up
pretty well.  Almost every one leaving said “that was great, can’t
wait for next year!”  HOLD ON!!!!  After very long weeks getting

ready and an even longer event day, I was tired and hardly in the
right state of mind to start thinking about next year. However, a few
days later we booked the ballroom. Stars on Stage 2010 is on June
5th… mark your calendars! 

We couldn’t have made it to our 13th season without the support
of our sponsors and donors. It is their generosity that has helped fund
our Dance Futures program. While we really appreciate all of them,
this year we’d like to acknowledge those who have supported us for
three years or more. The sponsor’s list is long: Victoria BMW/MINI
Victoria, Derma Spa, Mayfair, Jawl and Bundon, Helijet, Fastrac Mail
Services, Il Terrazzo and the Times Colonist. If you are a client of, or
shopping at any of our sponsors, please make sure you thank them
for supporting the development of a vibrant dance scene in our com-
munity. We also have many generous community members. The list
of continuing donors is a bit too long to list here but you can find
them identified in our programs this season. THANK YOU! from the
staff and volunteer Board here at Dance Victoria. FN

Dance Victoria is very pleased to welcome a number of 
returning sponsors to our 2009/10 season as well as a 

couple of brand new companies:

SEASON SPONSOR Victoria BMW/MINI Victoria

SPRING SEASON SPONSOR Derma Spa

DANCE DAYS Yam Magazine

DANCE FUTURES
 RESIDENCY PROGRAM Jawl & Bundon, Barristers & Solicitors

 PROMENTORING Robert Milloy, Sotheby’s Int’l Realty

 YOUTH PASS Il Terrazzo Restorante

 NEWSLETTER Fastrac Mail Service

ALBERTA BALLET’S 
THE NUTCRACKER Mayfair Shopping Centre

NUTCRACKER LOCAL ENSEMBLE Toes  ‘N’ Taps Dance Shoppe

MEDIA Times Colonist
CFAX 1070/KOOL FM

ACCOMMODATION Hotel Grand Pacific

TRANSPORTATION Helijet Airways International

TECHNOLOGY Smart Dolphins

VENUE AND BOX OFFICE Royal & McPherson Theatres Society

PUBLIC SECTOR Department of Canadian Heritage
Canada Council for the Arts
BC Arts Council
CRD Arts Development

FOUNDATION FUNDING The Hamber Foundation

Dance Futures Update:
In the Studio 
Vancouver dance improvisation master, Peter Bingham, recently
completed his second week of workshops and development in Victo-
ria. We’ve commissioned Peter to create a work with Victoria’s
triPOD Collective, a group of local dancers and musicians who regu-
larly collaborate on new dance works. While he’s been here, Bingham
has also offered morning classes to the local community. He will
return for a week in February to finish the work he’s doing with tri-
POD and to perform a duet with dancer Chris Aiken which will be
accompanied by two live musicians.

Last year we told you about the LOLA Project. Developed with the
late Vancouver choreographer, Lola McLaughlin, the project offered
three local dancer/choreographers the opportunity to be mentored
as they developed their own work. Unfortunately Lola was not able to
carry through with the project as she passed away this spring.

In her stead we brought Vancouver dancers/choreographers Day
Helesic and Emily Molnar to Victoria last season. Each of them spent
a week with three local creators (Annemarie Cabri, Stacey Horton
and Treena Stubel) guiding them through the difficult challenge of
creating a new solo. To complete the process, Vancouver choreogra-
pher Joe Laughlin will come to Victoria in late January 2010 and the
women will show the work they’ve done at a special performance
during our Dance Days event.

Real Returns
Realtor Robert Milloy of Sotheby’s
International Realty Canada has made a very
generous offer to Dance Victoria. Mention
that you are a Dance Victoria patron when
you engage Robert to act on your behalf in
the purchase or sale of a property; he will

donate 25 of his fee when he closes the sale
to Dance Victoria’s Pro-Mentoring Program.

Our Pro-Mentoring Program brings pro-
fessional choreographers to Victoria to assist
local dancers in developing new works.
Recent successes are Dance Victoria’s LOLA
Project, which mentored three solo
dancer/choreographers and the Bingham

triPOD commission.
Robert believes so strongly in this

program that he actually contributed start-
up money so we could get underway this
season. We’re very happy to have Robert on
board and we’re thrilled that he’s as commit-
ted as we are to making opportunities
happen for our local dance community.
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Ballet BC News 
Last November, the arts community was shocked and saddened
when Ballet BC announced it was laying off its dancers and staff and
reducing its season because of crushing debt and worse than antici-
pated ticket sales. After a Herculean fundraising effort on the part of
the Board of Directors and some of the company members, the
dancers were re-signed and the company limped through the rest of
the season. In the spring, long-time Artistic Director John Alleyne left
the company and suddenly all went silent. There was speculation that
the company would fold its tent for good—or take a year to recuperate
and come back in 2010/11.

But recently, the Board announced the appointment of former Bal-
let BC dancer (and Victoria favourite) Emily Molnar as Interim Artistic
Director. A search is underway for a new General Manager and some
key support staff. The organization’s debt is resolved and the company
is cautiously optimistic that with some hard work it can once again do
what it does best, create dynamic new works with its 12 superb
dancers. At Dance Victoria, we’re very excited by these developments
and we look forward to working with Ballet BC once again.

Dancing on the Island
Saturday, October  •  pm
A Taste of Spain
Victoria Marriott Inner Harbour
Tickets $, $ members at Munro’s, Ivy’s, Larsen Music, Chronicles of
Crime
info:             www.almadeespana.com
Flamenco Feria is an exciting, gala evening of flamenco dance, song
and guitar featuring Alma de Espana. This popular fundraiser event
includes a tasty tapas reception, fabulous silent auction and a prize for
best gypsy outfit. Proceeds towards developing flamenco dance in
Victoria. 

November  •  pm
More Bounce
Victoria Event Centre ( Broad St.) 
Door sales only: $/$.      
Following the highly successful Bounce Dance Cabaret pilot project,
Victoria’s triPOD dance collective will continue the series through the
coming season.  Short new works (5 – 10 minutes) and featured musical
guests are presented every two months at the Victoria Event Centre in
a licensed cabaret environment.

More dance events listed on DanceVictoria.com

Upcoming Performances
Don’t forget, as a subscriber, at any time during the season, you
can buy additional tickets to any performance at the subscriber
discount. Just call the Box office at 250-386-6121 and tell them you
want the “Friend of Subscriber” price.

October  +  • : pm
McPherson Playhouse
Decidedly Jazz Danceworks
wowandflutter
A magical shape-shifting fantasy set to the brilliant music of
Amon Tobin.

November  +  • : pm
November  +  •  pm
Royal Theatre
Alberta Ballet with Victoria Symphony
The Nutcracker
The return of Alberta Ballet’s $. million production with 
professional dancers,  local dancers and  musicians.

Spring Season
SPONSORED BY  

January  +  • : pm
Royal Theatre
Alberta Ballet
Joni Mitchell’s The Fiddle and the Drum
Joni Mitchell’s music and  dancers in a work the Edmonton
Journal calls “astonishingly haunting and stunningly beautiful.”

January  • : pm
Royal Theatre
Crystal Pite/Kidd Pivot
Dark Matters
West coast premiere of Dance Victoria’s major new commission
by local dance artist Crystal Pite. Co-commissioned with The
National Arts Centre and L’Agora de la Danse. 
Supported by Arts Partners in Creative Development (Canada Council, BC Arts Council,
Vancouver Foundation, City of Vancouver, Vancouver ,  Legacies Now) 

February  –  • : pm
Royal Theatre
Royal Winnipeg Ballet
Moulin Rouge (The Ballet)
Matthew and Nathalie tempt the fates as they seek love in the
infamous Moulin Rouge.

March  • : pm
Royal Theatre
Compagnie Marie Chouinard
New Work
Canada’s reigning queen of contemporary dance offer s a new
work for  dancers days after its premiere in Vancouver.

May  • : pm
Royal Theatre
Wen Wei Dance
Cock-Pit
Boys on the edge of sexual maturity and a mysterious, elusive
woman. “Wen Wei is a master of imagery… superb!” 
 Globe & Mail 

Stacey Horton Has a Who

One of  Victoria’s dancer/performance artists,
Stacey Horton, spent her summer having a
baby! Ok—she didn’t spend her whole sum-
mer having a baby—but she did have a baby
this summer, at 6:30 am on July 28. She and
her partner Maureen Bradley are proud
moms of young Ruby pictured here. Ruby was
a healthy, bouncy 7lbs 9 oz when born. 


